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Summary. A high level API Perl package, BioHDF_Perl, has been specifically 
developed to facilitate the storage and management of genomic sequence data in HDF5 
format. This document describes in detail each of the BioHDF_Perl functions available. 
For detailed information about HDF5 itself, see http://hdfgroup.org. 
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Name: BioHDF_Perl::add_sequence 
Signature:  

int BioHDF_Perl::add_sequence(array_ref collection, array_ref 
identifiers, char string comment, array_ref  bases, array_ref quals)  

Purpose:  
Adds a sequence record into a collection. 

Description:  
BioHDF_Perl::add_sequence adds a sequence record into a collection by 
writing the data into the respective collection datasets (see 
BioHDF_Perl::create_sequence_collection). A typical record can have 
several identifiers, one comment, a base sequence, and a quality values sequence. 
 
The user should make sure that the arrays bases and quals have the same length. 
The function verifies whether this requirement is met before adding the sequence. 
 
Since the records are appended into the collection, every time a sequence is added 
the collection loses the sorted status. 

Parameters:  
array_ref collection     IN: Reference to array containing handles for 

objects in the collection. 
array_ref identifiers     IN: Reference to array containing sequence 

identifiers. 
char string comment     IN: Description regarding the sequence. 
array_ref bases     IN: Reference to array containing sequence of 

bases. 
array_ref quals     IN: Reference to array containing sequence of 

quality values. 
Returns:  

The function returns a non-negative value if successful. Otherwise, it returns a 
negative value.  

 
             
 
 
Name: BioHDF_Perl::close_sequence_collection 
Signature:  

int BioHDF_Perl::close_sequence_collection(array_ref collection)  
Purpose:  

Terminates access to a sequence collection.  
Description:  

BioHDF_Perl::close_sequence_collection terminates access to a sequence 
collection by flushing all data to storage and terminating access to the objects 
through the handles present in the array referenced by collection. 
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Parameters:  

array_ref collection     IN: Reference to array containing handles for objects 
in the collection. 

Returns:  
Returns a non-negative value if successful; otherwise returns a negative value.  

 
             
 
 
Name: BioHDF_Perl::close_sequence_file 
Signature:  

int BioHDF_Perl::close_sequence_file(int file_id )  
Purpose:  

Terminates access to a HDF5 sequence file.  
Description:  

BioHDF_Perl::close_sequence_file terminates access to an HDF5 sequence 
file by flushing all data to storage and terminating access to the file through 
file_id.  

If this is the last file identifier open for the file and no other access identifier is 
open (e.g., a dataset identifier or group identifier for sequence collections), the file 
will be fully closed and access will end. 

Parameters:  
int file_id     IN: Identifier of a file to terminate access to. 

Returns:  
Returns a non-negative value if successful; otherwise returns a negative value.  

 
             
 
 
Name: BioHDF_Perl::create_sequence_collection  
Signature:  

array_reference BioHDF_Perl::create_sequence_collection(int file_id, 
char string name, char string description )  

Purpose:  
Creates a hierarchical structure for a sequence collection in a file. 

Description:  
BioHDF_Perl::create_sequence_collection creates a hierarchical structure 
with the specified name in the file specified by the identifier file_id. The 
structure consists of a group named, name, with four datasets beneath it named 
ids, comments, sequences, and quals. These datasets are created using chunked 
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storage, which allows their dimensions to grow indefinitely. It also permits the 
application of data compression to reduce the storage size. 
 
All four datasets are one-dimensional arrays. The datatypes of the elements of the 
sequences and quals datasets are $Init::H5T_NATIVE_CHAR and 
$Init::H5T_NATIVE_INT, respectively. The datatypes used in the ids and 
comments datasets are compound with the following structure: 
 
Dataset Field Datatype HDF5 Datatype 

id Fixed-size 
char string 

$Init::H5T_C_S1 ids 

index integer $Init:H5T_NATIVE_INT 

comment Variable-size 
char string 

$Init::H5T_VARIABLE 

offset integer $Init:H5T_NATIVE_INT 

comments 

length integer $Init:H5T_NATIVE_INT 

 
The size of the id field of the ids dataset is defined by the constant ID_SIZE in the 
file BioHDF_Perl.pm. 
 
The specified datatypes are the datatypes of the datasets as it will exist in the file, 
which may be different than in application memory. 
 
A description about the sequence collection is added to the ids dataset. Its size 
is defined by the constant DESCRIPTION_SIZE in the file BioHDF_Perl.pm. An 
attribute named sorted is also attached to the ids dataset consisting of a scalar of 
type $Init::H5T_NATIVE_CHAR. This attribute stores the sorting status of the 
collection. Current values are 1, 0, -1, which mean the dataset is sorted, empty, or 
not sorted, correspondingly.  

The return value is a reference to an array containing handles for the objects in the 
collection. This set of objects should be closed by calling 
BioHDF_Perl::close_sequence_collection when it is no longer needed.  

Parameters:  
int file_id IN: File identifier. 
const string name IN: Name for the collection group. 
const string description IN: Description for the collection. 

Returns:  
Returns a reference to an array containing handles for the objects in the collection 
if successful; otherwise returns a negative value.  
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Name: BioHDF_Perl::create_sequence_file 
Signature:  

int BioHDF_Perl::create_sequence_file(char string name)  
Purpose:  

Creates HDF5 sequence files.  
Description:  

BioHDF_Perl::create_sequence_file is the primary function for creating 
HDF5 sequence files. 

If there is an existing file with the same name, it will be overwritten. All newly 
created files are opened for both reading and writing. 

The return value is a file identifier for the newly-created file; this file identifier 
should be closed by calling BioHDF_Perl::close_sequence_file when it is no 
longer needed.  

Applications should avoid calling BioHDF_Perl::create_sequence_file with 
an already opened file.  

Parameters:  
char string name     IN: Name of the file to access. 

Returns:  
Returns a file identifier if successful; otherwise returns a negative value.  

 
             
 
 
Name: BioHDF_Perl::get_collection_description  
Signature:  

scalar BioHDF_Perl::get_collection_description(array_ref collection )  
Purpose:  

Returns the description for a sequence collection.  
Description:  

BioHDF_Perl::get_collection_description returns the description for a 
sequence collection.  

Parameters:  
array_ref collection     IN: Reference to array containing handles for objects 

in the collection. 
Returns:  

Returns the description for the sequence collection if successful; otherwise returns 
a negative value.  
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Name: BioHDF_Perl::get_sequence  
Signature:  

array_ref BIOHDF_PERL::get_sequence(array_ref collection, char string 
seq_id )  

Purpose:  
Searches a sequence record in a collection and returns the sequence data. 

Description:  
BioHDF_Perl::get_sequence searches a sequence record in a collection 
according to seq_id. If the record is found, it returns the sequence data, i.e. the 
comment, the base sequence, and the quality values sequence. 
 
If the collection is sorted (see BioHDF_Perl::sort_sequence_collection), the 
function will perform a binary search to look for the sequence record. Otherwise, 
it will carry out a linear search. On collections containing a large number of 
sequence records, binary search can improve the access performance significantly 

Parameters:  
array_ref collection     IN: Reference to array containing handles for objects 

in the collection. 
char string  seq_id     IN: Identifier of the sequence to query. 

Returns:  
If the sequence record is found, the function returns a reference to an array 
containing the following elements: 

• The sequence comment. 
• A reference to an array containing the bases. 
• A reference to an array containing the quality values. 

Otherwise, it returns a negative value.  
 
             
 
 
Name: BioHDF_Perl::get_sequence_collections  
Signature:  

array_ref BioHDF_Perl::get_sequence_collections(int file_id )  
Purpose:  

Returns the names of the collections available in a file.  
Description:  

BioHDF_Perl::get_sequence_collections returns a name list of all the 
sequence collections present in an HDF5 file.  

Parameters:  
int file_id     IN: Identifier of the file to query. 
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Returns:  
Returns a reference to an array containing the names of the sequence collections 
dataspace identifier if successful; otherwise returns a negative value.  

             
Name: BioHDF_Perl::get_sequence_ids  
Signature:  

array_ref BioHDF_Perl::get_sequence_ids(array_ref collection )  
Purpose:  

Returns the identifiers for the sequences in a collection.  
Description:  

BioHDF_Perl::get_sequence_ids returns a list of all the identifiers for the 
sequences in a collection.  

Parameters:  
array_ref collection     IN: Reference to array containing handles for objects 

in the collection to query. 
Returns:  

Returns a reference to an array containing the names of the sequence identifiers if 
successful; otherwise returns a negative value.  

 
             
 
 
Name: BioHDF_Perl::open_sequence_collection  
Signature:  

int BioHDF_Perl::open_sequence_collection((int file_id, char string name)  
Purpose:  

Opens an existing sequence collection.  
 
 
 
Description:  

BioHDF_Perl::open_sequence_collection opens an existing sequence 
collection for access in the file specified in file_id. name is a group name and is 
used to identify the collection in the file.  

Parameters:  
int file_id IN: Identifier of the file within which the collection to be 

accessed will be found. 
const string name     IN: The name of the collection to access. 

Returns:  
Returns a reference to an array containing handles for the objects in the collection 
if successful; otherwise returns a negative value.  
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Name: BioHDF_Perl::sort_sequence_collection 
Signature:  

int BioHDF_Perl::sort_sequence_collection(array_ref collection)  
 
Purpose:  

Sorts a sequence collection with respect to the sequence identifiers. 
Description:  

BioHDF_Perl::sort_sequence_collection sorts the records of a collection 
with respect to the sequence identifiers in ascending order. Since the sequence 
identifiers only appear in the ids dataset of the collection, it is the only dataset 
modified by the sorting process. This function also sets the sorted attribute in the 
ids dataset to 1. The collection loses its sorted status when data is written on it 
(see BioHDF_Perl::add_sequence). 
 
A sorted collection makes possible the application of efficient algorithms to 
search for specific sequences. This can have a significant impact in access 
performance especially when the collection contains a large number of records. 

Parameters:  
array_ref collection     IN: Reference to an array containing handles for 

objects in the collection. 
Returns:  

Returns a non-negative value if successful; otherwise returns a negative value.  
 
 


